This confirmatory study aimed to unravel the neural structural connectivity of Olfactory
3D STRUCTURAL CONNECTIVITY IN HEALTHY ADULTS: DETECTING STRUCTURAL CONNECTIONS AND THEIR UNDERLYING SUBSTRATES FOR OLFACTORY SACCADIC PATHWAY

INTRODUCTION
Saccadic eye movement can be described as a visual process that can be achieved by orienting the eyes towards an object due to influence from a particular stimulus, a process controlled by CNS [1] . "The olfactory-visual saccadic pathway is a new structural finding observed by our "Team NeurON". On an attempt to trace the neural structural connectivity of Olfactory-motor pathways, we identified some new structural connections between the "Piriform and Entorhinal Cortex (Brodmann's area 27, 28 and 34) to Frontal Eye Field (FEF)" (Brodmann's area 8). The previous evidences on these hypothetical streams remain unclear, hence we pursued these connections to confirm its structural existence, and to identify its possible functional and clinical correlations. Mitral cells or tufted cells in the olfactory bulb receives axons from the olfactory nerve (CN I) and the axons of mitral cells project to the ipsilateral olfactory cortex through the lateral olfactory tract. These Axons project to primary olfactory areas like the anterior olfactory nucleus, piriform cortex, anterior cortical amygdaloid nucleus, peri-amygdaloid cortex and entorhinal cortex [2] . The piriform cortex would integrate the olfactory information from the olfactory bulb and transmit to the prefrontal cortex where FEF is located [3] . The FEF and area 8A is a functional field in the prefrontal cortex, located in the rostral bank of arcuate sulcus as seen in the macaque's monkey [4] .
FEF participates in the transformation of visual signals into saccades in conjunction with the supplementary eye fields, insula, and median part of the cingulate gyrus [4] . Both the superior colliculus and the frontal eye field (Brodmann's area 8) are the gaze centres, important for the initiation and accurate targeting of saccadic eye movements [5] . A test initially demonstrated on the monkey shows that there are two types of saccades which activate the FEF in total darkness that gives an idea that all fully volitional saccades are preceded by FEF activation [6] . FEF contains two groups of different neurons; he first group consists of movement neurons that do not respond to visual stimulus directly but are active before and during saccades. They respond in the opposite way to fixation neurons. The second group are visually and aurally responsive neurons that are active during target discrimination independent of saccade programming [7] . According to some references from previous findings, it is mentioned that vision drives olfactory perception, but there has been little indication that olfaction could modulate visual perception [8] . Table-4) shows that the subject MGH_1033 (Fig-5) with the mean age of 27 years have the highest number of tracts (3025), and the dataset MGH_1019 (Fig-6 ) with the mean age of 37 presents with the least number of tracts (1) . Upon observation of the left side among the 16 female datasets (Table-5 ), the subject MGH_1026 (Fig-7) with mean age of 27 years have the highest number of tracts (1978) , and the dataset MGH_1019 (Fig-8) with the mean age of 37 presents with least number of tracts (6) .
ii) B. Female bilateral hemispheric variance:
Observation of bilateral hemispheric variances in female shows a greater number of tracts present in MGH_1033 on the right side (3025) with the mean age of 27 years, but the left is with only 471 tracts. Similarly, a least number of tracts i.e. 1 is seen on right side in subject MGH_1019 and 6 on the left side ( Table-6 ).
Comparative evaluation of the set of results obtained for female bilateral hemispheric variance showed no significant difference in the number of tracts in both hemispheres ( Table-6 ), similar results were observed for both right and left hemispheres (Graph-2), hence in support of our subsidiary hypothesis. Number  of tracts  1  MGH_1001  35-39  289  2  MGH_1002  30-34  1689  3  MGH_1003  45-59  1490  4  MGH_1004  30-34  84  5  MGH_1005  20-24  7  6  MGH_1010  25-29  129  7  MGH_1012  25-29  715  8  MGH_1017  30-34  28  9  MGH_1019  35-39  6  10  MGH_1021  30-34  18  11  MGH_1023  40-44  408  12  MGH_1024  30-34  125  13  MGH_1026  25-29  1978  14  MGH_1032  35-39  8  15  MGH_1033  25-29  471  16  MGH_1035  25-29  256   [  T  y  p  e  h  e  r Table-1) showed that the subject MGH_1009 (Fig-1) with the mean age of 32 years have the highest number of tracts (904), and the dataset MGH_1028 (Fig-2) with the mean age of 37 presents with the least number of tracts (2) . Similarly, analysis of the right side for the 16 female datasets ( Table-4) showed that the subject MGH_1033 (Fig-5) with the mean age of 27 years have highest number of tracts (3025), and the dataset MGH_1019 (Fig-6 ) with the mean age of 37 presents with least number of tracts (1).
Correlative observation on unilateral hemispheric variances in male and female subjects on right side is shown in Table-7. Conclusively, from our set of results for male and female unilateral hemispheric variances on right side, the results deemed not significant since no substantial difference was seen in the number of tracts in the
hemispheres (Table-7) as similar results were observed in both male and female unilateral hemispheres (Graph-3), hence in support of our subsidiary hypothesis.
iv) Male and female unilateral hemispheric variances (left side)
Upon observation of the 16 male left side datasets (Table-2) , it was seen that the subject MGH_1014 (Fig-3) with the mean age of 27 years have the highest number of tracts (274), and the datasets MGH_1015 (Fig-4) with the mean age of 32 having the least number of tracts (8) .
Observation of the left side datasets for the 16 females ( Table- 5) showed that the subject MGH_1026 (Fig-7) with the mean age of 27 years have highest number of tracts (1978) , and then the datasets MGH_1019 (Fig-8) with the mean age of 37 presents with the least number of tracts (6) .
Correlative observation on unilateral hemispheric variances of male and female subjects on left side is illustrated in Table- 8.
Conclusively, from our set of results for male and female unilateral hemispheric variances on left side, we noted that a statistically significant difference exists in the number of tracts in the hemispheres ( Table-8) , with a demonstration of amplified lateralization to the left hemisphere in females (Graph-4), showing deviation from our subsidiary hypothesis which predicted similarities in connectivity between the hemispheres. Graph-3: Graphical representation of number of tracts on male and female subjects on right side Graph-4: Graphical representation of number of tracts on male and female subjects on left side B) Tract volume (mm 3 ) Tract volume is the total volume occupied by each fibre with the function to integrate and generate neural output. We analyzed the tract volume (mm3) present in both the sexes i.e. i) male subjects and ii) female subjects and compared the variances observed in connectivity between the two hemispheres.
i) A. Male unilateral hemispheric variance:
Upon analysis of the right side for the 16 male datasets (Table-9), we found that the subject MGH_1009 (Fig-9 ) with the mean age of 32 years have the highest tract volume (mm3) (15136.9), and the dataset MGH_1028 (Fig-10) with the mean age of 37 presents with least tract volume (mm3) (523.13). From observations of the left side for the 16 male datasets (Table-10), it was seen that the subject MGH_1014 (Fig-11) with the mean age of 27 years have the highest tract volume (mm3) (9625.50), and the dataset MGH_1015 (Fig-12) with the mean age of 32 presents with least tract volume (mm3) (1275.75).
i) B. Male bilateral hemispheric variance:
An overview observation of bilateral hemispheric variance in male showed a greater tract volume (mm3) observed in MGH_1009 on the right side (15136.9), but the left appreciated with only 5504.62 tract volume. Similarly, a least tract volume (mm3) i.e. 523.13 is seen on right side in male subject MGH_1028 and 3796.88 on his left side ( Table-11 ). Conclusively, for the set of results observed in male bilateral hemispheric variance, we noted no significant difference exists in the tract volume (mm3) in the two hemispheres (Table-11) , similar results were seen from both right and left hemispheres (Graph-5), hence supporting our subsidiary hypothesis. 
Graph-5: Graphical representation of tract volume (mm 3 ) between left and right sides in male subjects ii) A. Female unilateral hemispheric variance:
Similarly, upon analysis of the 16 right side datasets for female (Table-12), we found that the subject MGH_1033 (Fig-13 ) with the mean age of 27 years have the highest tract volume (mm3) (18245.20), and the dataset MGH_1019 (Fig-14) with the mean age of 37 have least tract volume (mm3) (131.63). Upon observation of the 16 female left side datasets ( Table-13 ), it was seen that the subject MGH_1026 (Fig-15 ) with the mean age of 27 years have the highest tract volume (mm3) (13311.00), and the dataset MGH_1019 (Fig-16 ) with the mean age of 37 have least tract volume (mm3) (1107.00).
ii) B. Female bilateral hemispheric variance:
An overview observation on bilateral hemispheric variance in female showed a greater tract volume (mm3) observed in MGH_1033 on the right side (18245.20), but the left with only 8184.37 tract volume (mm3). Similarly, a least tract volume (mm3) i.e. 131.63 is seen on right side in female subject MGH_1019 and 1107.00 on the left side (Table-14) .
Conclusively from our set of results in female bilateral hemispheric variance, no significant difference exists in the tract volume (mm3) in the two hemispheres (Table-14) , similar results were observed in both right and left hemispheres (Graph-6) hence in support of our subsidiary conjecture. 
Graph-6: Graphical representation of tract volume (mm 3 ) between left and right sides in female subjects
iii) Male and female unilateral hemispheric variances (right side) Upon analysis of 16 male datasets of right side (Table-9), we found that the subject MGH_1009 (Fig-9) with the mean age of 32 years have highest tract volume (mm3) (15136.9), and the dataset MGH_1028 (Fig-10) with the mean age of 37 having least tract volume (mm3) (523.13). Similarly, upon analysis of right side for 16 female datasets (Table-12 ), we found that the subject MGH_1033 (Fig-13) with the mean age of 27 years have the highest tract volume (mm3) (18245.20), and the dataset MGH_1019 (Fig-14) with the mean age of 37 with least tract volume (mm3) (131.63).
Conclusively, for the set of results observed in male and female unilateral hemispheric variances on right side, we noted that no difference exists in the tract volume (mm3) in the hemispheres (Table-15) , similar results were observed in both male and female unilateral hemispheres (Graph-7), upholding our subsidiary hypothesis.
Correlative observation on unilateral hemispheric variances in male and female on right side is shown in Table- 16.
iv) Male and female unilateral hemispheric variances (left side)
Upon observation of the left side in the 16 male datasets (Table-10), it was seen that the subject MGH_1014 (Fig-11) with the mean age of 27 years have the highest tract volume (mm3) (9625.50), and the dataset MGH_1015 (Fig-12) with the mean age of 32 having the least tract volume (mm3) (1275.75). Upon observation of the left side in the 16 female datasets (Table-14) , the subject MGH_1026 (Fig-15) with the mean age of 27 years had the highest tract volume (mm3) (13311.00), and the dataset MGH_1019 (Fig-16 ) with the mean age of 37 with least tract volume (mm3) (1107.00).
Conclusively, for the set of results observed in male and female unilateral hemispheric variances on left side, we noted no difference exists in the tract volume (mm3) in the hemispheres (Table- were observed in both male and female unilateral hemispheres (Graph-8), hence in support of our subsidiary hypothesis.
Correlative observation on unilateral hemispheric variances in male and female on left side is shown in Table- 16. Tract mean length (mm), the average absolute deviation of a data set is the average of the absolute deviations from a central point. We analyzed the tract mean length (mm) present in both the sexes i.e. i) male subjects and ii) female subjects.
i) A. Male unilateral hemispheric variance:
The 16 male datasets analysed from the right side ( Table- 17) showed that the subject MGH_1022 (Fig-17) with the mean age of 42 years have the highest tract length mean (mm) (152.26), and the dataset MGH_1006 (Fig-18) with the mean age of 37 presents least tract length mean (mm) (85.78).
[
Upon observation of 16 male datasets from left side ( Table-18 ), it was seen that the subject MGH_1014 (Fig-19) with the mean age of 27 years have the highest tract mean length (mm) (9625.50), and the dataset MGH_1015 (Fig-20) (Table-19 ).
Conclusively, for the set of results observed in male bilateral hemispheric variance, we noted that there is no significant difference in the tract mean length (mm) ending in both hemispheres (Table-19 ), hence in support of our subsidiary thesis (Graph-9). Similarly, on right side for the16 female datasets analysed (Table-20) , we found that the subject MGH_1021 (Fig-21 ) with the mean age of 32 years have the highest tract length mean (mm) (150.13), and the dataset MGH_1019 (Fig-22 ) with the mean age of 37 with least tract length mean (mm) (57.67 ). An observation of 16 female left side datasets (Table-21 ) showed subject MGH_1021 (Fig-23 ) with the mean age of 32 years to have highest tract mean length (mm) (198.78), and the dataset MGH_1017 (Fig-24) with the mean age of 32 with least tract mean length (mm) (81.41).
ii) B. Female bilateral hemispheric variance:
An overview observation on bilateral hemispheric variances in female shows a greater tract length mean (mm) observed in MGH_1021 on the right side (150.13) with the mean age of 32 years, but the left with only 198.78 tract length mean (mm). Similarly, a least tract length mean (mm) i.e. 57.67 is seen on right side in subject MGH_1019 and 84.20 on the left side (Table-22 ).
Conclusively, for the set of results observed in female bilateral hemispheric variance, we noted no difference exists in the tract mean length (mm) ending in the two hemispheres (Table-22 ) upholding our subsidiary hypothesis (Graph-10). (Table-17) , we found that the subject MGH_1022 (Fig-17) with the mean age of 42 years have the highest tract length mean (mm) (152.26), and the datasets MGH_1006 (Fig-18 ) with the mean age of 37 with least tract length mean (mm) (85.78). Similarly, on right side for the 16 female datasets analysed (Table-20) , we found that the subject MGH_1021 (Fig-21) with the mean age of 32 years have the highest tract length mean (mm) (150.13), and the dataset MGH_1019 (Fig-22) with the mean age of 37 with least tract length mean (mm) (57.67).
Conclusively, for the set of results observed in male and female unilateral hemispheric variances on right side, we noted no difference exists in the tract length mean (mm) in the hemispheres (Table-23) , results observed were similar in both male and female unilateral hemispheres (Graph-11), upholding our secondary conjecture.
Correlative observation on unilateral hemispheric variances in male and female on right side is shown in Table- 23.
iv) Male and female unilateral hemispheric variances (left side)
An observation of left side of the 16 male datasets (Table-18 ) showed subject MGH_1014 (Fig-19) with the mean age of 27 years have the highest tract mean length (mm) (9625.50), and the dataset MGH_1015 (Fig-20) with the mean age of 32 with least tract mean length (mm) (1275.75).
An observation of left side of the 16 female datasets (Table-21) showed subject MGH_1021 (Fig-23) with the mean age of 32 years having the highest tract mean length (mm) (198.78) , and the dataset MGH_1017 (Fig-24) with the mean age of 32 with least tract mean length (mm) (81.41).
Conclusively, for our set of results of male and female unilateral hemispheric variances on left side, we noted no difference exists in the tract length mean (mm) in the hemispheres (Table-22) , results observed were similar in both male and female unilateral hemispheres (Graph-12), hence in support of our secondary hypothesis.
Correlative observation on unilateral hemispheric variances in male and female subjects on left side is shown in Table-24 . 
Graph-12: Graphical representation of tract length mean (mm) on male and female subjects on left side D) Tract length standard deviation (mm)
Tract length standard deviation is a measure that is used to quantify the amount of variation or dispersion a set of data values exhibit. We analyzed tract mean length (mm) present in both the sexes i.e. i) male subjects and ii) female subjects.
[ T y p e h e r e ]
i) A. Male unilateral hemispheric variance:
On right side for the 16 male datasets analysed ( Table-25 ), we found that the subject MGH_1022 (Fig-25) with the mean age of 32 years have the highest tract length standard deviation (mm) (152.26), and the dataset MGH_1028 (Fig-26) with the mean age of 37 with least tract length mean (mm) (85.78). On left side for the 16 male datasets analysed (Table-26) , we found that the subject MGH_1028 (Fig-27 ) with the mean age of 37 years have highest tract length standard deviation (mm) (79.59) , and the dataset MGH_1018 (Fig-28) with the mean age of 32 with least tract length mean (mm) (2.95).
i) B. Male bilateral hemispheric variance:
An overview observation on bilateral hemispheric variance in males shows a greater tract length standard deviation (mm) observed in MGH_1022 on the right side (61.50), but the left with only 6.30 tract length standard deviation (mm). Similarly, a least tract length standard deviation (mm) i.e. 2.41 is seen on right side in male subject MGH_1028 and 79.59 on the left side ( Table-27 ).
Conclusively, for our set of results of male bilateral hemispheric variance, we noted that no difference exists in the tract length standard deviation (mm) ending in the two hemispheres ( Table-27 ), hence upholding our secondary hypothesis (Graph-13). Similarly, on right side for the16 female datasets analysed ( Table-28 ), we found that the subject MGH_1021 (Fig-29) with the mean age of 32 years have the highest tract length standard deviation (mm) (64.38) , and the dataset MGH_1019 (Fig-30) with the mean age of 37 have the least tract length standard deviation (mm) (1.21 ). An observation of the 16 female left side datasets (Table-29) showed the subject MGH_1019 (Fig-31) with the mean age of 37 years having the highest length standard deviation (mm) (77.31), and the dataset MGH_1012 (Fig-32) with the mean age of 27 with least length standard deviation (mm) (2.49).
ii) B. Female bilateral hemispheric variance:
An overview observation on bilateral hemispheric variance in female shows a greater tract length standard deviation (mm) observed in MGH_1021 on the right side (150.13) with the mean age of 32 years, but the left with only 198. Similarly, a least tract length standard deviation (mm) i.e. 57.67 is seen on right side in subject MGH_1019 and 84.20 on the left side (Table-30 ).
Conclusively, for our set of results of female bilateral hemispheric variance, we noted no difference exists in the tract length standard deviation (mm) ending in the two hemispheres (Table-30 ), hence upholding our secondary conjecture. (Table-25 ), we found that the subject MGH_1022 (Fig-25) with the mean age of 32 years have the highest tract length standard deviation (mm) (152.26), and the dataset MGH_1028 (Fig-26) with the mean age of 37 with least tract length mean (mm) (85.78). Similarly, on right side for the 16 female datasets analysed (Table-28 ), we found that the subject MGH_1021 (Fig-29) with the mean age of 32 years have the highest tract length standard deviation (mm) (64.38) , and the dataset MGH_1019 (Fig-30) with the mean age of 37 with least tract length standard deviation (mm) (1.21).
Conclusively, for our set of results of male and female unilateral hemispheric variances on right side, we noted no significant difference exists in the tract length standard deviation (mm) between the hemispheres (Table-31 ), almost similar results were observed in both male and female unilateral hemispheres (Graph-15), hence this upholds our subsidiary conjecture.
Correlative observation on unilateral hemispheric variances in male and female subjects on right side is shown in Table- 31.
iv) Male and female unilateral hemispheric variances (left side)
On left side for the 16 male datasets analysed ( Table-26 ), we found that the subject MGH_1028 (Fig-27 ) with the mean age of 37 years have the highest tract length standard deviation (mm) (79.59) , and the dataset MGH_1018 (Fig-28) with the mean age of 32 with least tract length mean (mm) (2.95).
Observation of left side of the 16 female datasets ( Table- 29) showed that the subject MGH_1019 (Fig-31) with the mean age of 37 years have the highest length standard deviation (mm) (77.31) , and the dataset MGH_1012 (Fig-32) with the mean age of 27 with least length standard deviation (mm) (2.49).
Conclusively, for our set of results of male and female unilateral hemispheric variances on left side, we noted no drastic difference exists in the tract length standard deviation (mm) between the hemispheres (Table-32) , similar results were observed in both male and female unilateral hemispheres (Graph-16) hence upholding our secondary hypothesis.
Correlative observation on unilateral hemispheric variances in male and female subjects on left side is shown in Table-32 . Graph-15: Graphical representation of tract length standard deviation (mm) on male and female subjects on right side [44] . The influence of these associations on the production of saccades individually have been widely explored, predominantly establishing neural connectivity between auditory and visual pathways anatomically and functionally but such studies pertaining to olfactory-visual associations were yet to discover anatomical and functional links between both pathways [12] [42] . In light of this finding, we hypothesized and explored a possible structural connection between the FEF and the olfactory cortices.
Research studies previously conducted have proposed that visual stimuli influence olfactory attention through cross-modal interactions linked functionally through various pathways such as the dorsal and ventral visual streams [18] [22] [45] [50] . A functional link between olfaction and the dorsal visual stream associated with motion perception and the ventral visual stream associated with object recognition have been found in previous studies but the neural structural connectivity and how the functional mechanisms interplay was still unexplored [9] [18] [19] [48] . Based on studies carried out by Judauji, J. et al (2012) as well as another study by Morrot, G. et al (2001) , both which investigated to what extent visual cues could affect olfactory processing through visual-olfactory associations, deduced that visual cues directly influences odor identification, perception and also attention [21] [51] . Alternatively, studies conducted by Kuang, S. and Zhang, T. (2014) and another by Harvey, C. (2018) examined cross-modal integration in olfactory-visual coupling and found that olfactory cues influence gaze shifts and visual attention finding a functional pathway with which odor stimuli can initiate and guide eye movements [9] [49] [53] . These studies made implications of functional associations between odor and visual pathways but the structural associations were still undiscovered [28] [39] [40] .
Our data demonstrates a new finding that a structural connectivity exist between the ventral and dorsal Entorhinal cortex (Brodmann area 28 (V) & 34 (D), Piriform cortex (Brodmann area 27) and the Frontal eye field (Brodmann area 8), hence supporting previous documentation that suggested that olfactory cues could modulate visual attention, prompting saccades leading to spatial perception through neck and eye movements towards the stimuli [8] [9] [52] . These new findings were discovered through non-invasive imaging methods where brain fibers were traced using diffusive tensor imaging from MRI imaging data collected from subjects both male and female and the results suggest that the finding of this study are mainly significant within the population and supported our initial conjecture. The data collected within the population generally showed consistent results in the parameters observed which were number of tracts, tract volume, tract length mean and tract length standard deviation in male and female subjects on both left and right brain hemispheres and for the most part, the difference in the data collected for males and females deemed insignificant. However, the slight variance was observed among some variables deviating from our subsidiary hypothesis where we suggested that general hemispheric similarities would be maintain when comparing between the parameters observed. It was observed among male subjects that on average, the right side had a greater number of tracts than the left side (graph-1) and it was also seen that female subjects had a greater number of tracts than male subjects on the left side (graph-4). These results have now unraveled a novel neuro-cortical pathway anatomically that fortifies studies that have previously indicated olfactory-visual coupling through cross-modal interaction between the senses [7] In converging the data of this study, the findings were deemed significant but maybe we were minimally limited in the sample size and diversity in randomness of collection of data within the population but since our findings were fairly novel, therefore in future research, a larger sample size could be explored with additional parameters and variables such as imaging of the neuropathology of the structural pathway we discovered. Also, since our topic of study is rather contemporary, literature to directly support the scope of our study was sparse and this report should then serve as a window to explore this topic further.
In light of these finding, additional functional and clinical correlations can be deduced as a potential biomarker to evaluate and assess certain neurodegenerative and psychiatric disorders where olfactory attention deficits are manifested as early onset of such disorders [2] [10] . Most times olfaction is referred to as the vestigial sense and as one study showed, it is observed that olfactory function is given seldom evaluation in routine clinical examination hence minimal importance is placed on the fact that olfaction can provide conclusive assessments for cognitive function [2] [20] [27] [46] [47] . A decline in olfactory function has been found to be an initial symptom of numerous neuro-degenerative such as Alzheimer's disease, Parkinson's disease, and others. Hence, early identification of olfactory functional deficit can serve as an initial symptom for differential diagnostic purposes with the ability to assess and evaluate strategies and therapies that can provide neuroprotective properties. This new structural connectivity found between the olfactory and visual pathway can be used in advancing neuroimaging technique for diagnostic purposes in evaluating cognitive decline and progression of disease [2] [10] [27] .
In conclusion, this finding enhances our understanding of visual-olfactory associations and sensory coupling structurally in accordance with previous research that proposed its possible existence and corroborated its functional correlation. Olfactory dysfunction is known to be a preclinical sign of numerous neurodegenerative diseases hence assessment of the structural integrity of this pathway could predict and deduce neurological decline providing diagnosis and prognosis of the patient's condition. Confirmation of our finding can be further achieved through additional neuro-imaging analysis and this can ultimately direct additional appreciation to the usefulness of olfactory evaluation in the clinical setting.
Further research could focus on identifying and evaluating alterations in the structural integrity of the olfactory-visual pathway in patients that suffer from neurodegenerative diseases as it makes them susceptible to olfactory attention deficits and also the exact causes and pathological actions that lead to olfactory dysfunction in these diseases [2] [10] . Methods such as functional MRI analysis could also assess the functionality of the odour-visual structural pathway that we found for further validation of our findings and then further implications such as establishments of evaluation methodologies revolving around olfactory attention could be implemented to serve as a clinical marker in diagnosing neurological disorders. Also, these finding should rivet more attention toward how critical olfactory function assessment should be in the clinical setting and in hopes that these findings are further supported since olfactory function evaluation could possibly predict neuro-aging deficit predisposition and assess cognitive decline.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Datasets Acquisition:
The study used an open access, ultra-high b-value, various diffusion sensitizing directions (64,128 and 256) diffusion imaging datasets with the in-plane resolution and slice thickness of 1.5 mm. The datasets are originally developed and reposted by Massachusetts General Hospital -US Consortium Human Connectome Project (MGH-USC HCP).
The present study involves Thirty-two healthy adult datasets (16 males and 16 Females, between the age 20-59 years old; mean age = 30.4). Given de-identification considerations, age information is provided in 5-year age bins (Table-33 ). All participants gave written informed consent, and the experiments were carried out with approval from the Institutional Review Board of Partners Healthcare of MGH-USC HCP project [80] . The demographic details of the participants with gender and age are available in the data sharing repository. The MGH-USC HCP team has completed their basic imaging data pre-processing, with software tools in Free surfer and FSL, which includes i. Gradient nonlinearity correction, ii. Motion correction, iii. Eddy current correction, iv. b-vectors. Fiber tractography is a very elegant method, which can used to delineate individual fiber tracts from diffusion images. The main process of study uses the "DSI-Studio" software tools for i. Complete pre-processing, ii. Fiber tracking and iii. Analysis.
[ 
